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20- 82 - (680-22(a)(1)): Accept in Principle
Note: It is the understanding of the Technical Correlating Committee that the Panel Action is
covered by 680-26(B)(1) of the rewrite of Article 680 in Proposal 20-30a.
SUBMITTER: Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc./Rep. Massachusetts Electrical Code
Advisory Committee
RECOMMENDATION: Delete the last sentence and add a new exception, as follows:
Exception: Where reinforcing steel is effectively insulated by an encapsulating nonconductive
compound at the time of manufacture, it shall be permitted to be unbonded provided No. 8 or larger
bare solid copper conductors are run in the pour around the perimeter of the pool below the normal
water line, and through the pour at other locations such that no point in the pour, measured through
the pour, is more than 15 ft (4.58 m) from a bonding conductor.
SUBSTANTIATION: This proposal is a resubmittal of the proposal that provoked the change in this
section. Unlike the 1999 NEC, however, it aims at the objectives of bonding without imposing completely
unrealistic requirements.
The present literal text requires bonding to every epoxy coated reinforcing bar (commonly supplied for
corrosion resistance) unless the steel foundry that rolled the bar stock went out and had the epoxy coating
listed. Some major pool installations use a double concrete pour with literally thousands of reinforcing
members, every single one of which are epoxy coated. Even the tie wires are coated. In the past a sensible
inspector simply would have said that the reinforcing didn't involve “the usual steel tie wires” and agreed to
other equivalent arrangements. Remember, even if someone did grind off the coating of all those steel rods,
the construction specifications would have required repainting all the connections with epoxy so as to not
defeat the objective of ordering the epoxy coating in the first place.
Now, however, the Code squarely addresses epoxy-coated reinforcing. The room for an inspector to
maneuver has gotten far smaller. If enforced, this rule makes any such job prohibitive. No steel mill is
going to go out and get 0.001% of its epoxy-coated steel bar stock listed when 99.999% of its market is for
bridge construction and other venues for which listed epoxy is irrelevant. The 1999 NEC rule has not and
will not see the light of day in Massachusetts. CMP 20 should step on this one quickly. Either accept some
version of this proposal, or completely exempt coated reinforcing from consideration as a bonding
candidate.
PANEL ACTION: Accept in Principle.
Revise the last sentence of 680-22(a)(1) to read: “Where reinforcing steel is effectively insulated by an
encapsulating nonconductive compound at the time of manufacture and installation, it shall not be
required to be bonded.”
PANEL STATEMENT: The panel's action on this proposal meets the intent of the submitter.
NUMBER OF PANEL MEMBERS ELIGIBLE TO VOTE: 11
VOTE ON PANEL ACTION:
AFFIRMATIVE: 10
NOT RETURNED: 1 Ryan

